
WARNING - The informaton given by Strategic Global Fund is general information only and is not intended to be advice. You should therefore 
consider whether the information is appropriate to your needs before acting on it, seeking advice from a financial adviser or stockbroker as 
necessary.  DISCLAIMER - The responsible entity for the Fund is One Managed Investment Funds Limited (ACN 117 400 987) (AFSL 297042) 
(“OMIFL”). The information contained in this document was not prepared by OMIFL but prepared by other parties. All of the commentary, 
statements of opinion and recommendations contain only general advice and have not taken into account your personal circumstances. This 
report contains general financial product advice only.  Any investment in the Strategic Global Fund or OMIFL products need to be made in ac-
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opinions, advice, recommendations and other information contained in this report, whether express or implied, are published or made by JBS 
Investments Australia Holdings Limited (JBS) in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation. Information is current as 
at 7 February 2019. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Limitation of liability:  Whilst all care has been taken in prepara-
tion of this report, to the maximum extent permitted by law, neither JBS or OMIFL will be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by 
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FUND FACTS

Structure Global equity fund 

Fund Manager JBS Investments

Currency AUD, unhedged

Unit Valuation Monthly

Minimum Investment $20,000

Investment Strategy Event driven global value

Distribution frequency Annually at 30 June

TOP TEN HOLDINGS
 Company     Sector

Vistra Energy Utilities

Crown Holdings Packaging

Graphic Packaging Corp Packaging

MagnaChip 
Semiconductor

Technology

3SBio Medical

Nexstar Broadcasting Telecommunications

LKQ Consumer Discretionary

Vista Outdoor Consumer Discretionary

Adient Consumer Discretionary

Bausch Health Companies Medical

NET PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE CHART

• Specialised Global Equity Fund

• Invests Globally in Strong, Dominant Businesses 
with Sustainable Competitive Advantages

• Benchmark Unaware

• Relatively Concentrated Portfoio

• Maintains Long-Term Investment Horizon

FUND FEATURES
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GEOGRAPHICAL EXPOSURE

INDUSTRY EXPOSURE

1 Month 9.48%

3 Months 0.45%

6 Months -11.57%

1 Year -12.57%
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Street Address:
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Brisbane, QLD 4000
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Postal Address (applications and redemptions):
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• Strong recovery in January - Fund up 9.48%
• Conservative portfolio positioning
• Portfolio well diversified across industries
• Deployment of capital to new ideas following sell-off

In our previous commentary we alluded to the fact that strong sell-offs are often followed by rebounds.  The 
rebound that occured in January was certainly swifter than many expected as investors’ collective fear was 
replaced by the onset of FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) and markets regained much of what was lost in December.  
Although markets moving up can feel comforting in the short term, especially after a drop, this can be less than 
ideal for long term focused investors who would have preferred a longer period of cheaper prices to put further 
capital to work. In saying that, our current focus is adjusting the Portfolio to ensure our positioning reflects our 
best investment ideas. 

Surveying our holdings, we feel that the Portfolio is conservatively positioned with our companies largely 
occupying dominant competitive positions and trading at unwarranted low valuations. Key Portfolio holding 
Crown Holdings held a useful investor day (for the first time since 1996!), released strong results and provided 
updated guidance for the year.  We remain confident in the company’s ability to generate free cash flow even in a 
recessionary environment.  We have been prospecting in some heavily sold areas of the market where we are 
finding a select few companies that have been unjustifiably grouped together with wider macro economic con-
cerns. Portfolio holding MagnaChip fell in price in December and we have been adding to the position at the 
lower price point as we feel that our investment thesis is intact as we have seen further moves by large phone 
companies such as Apple moving further towards OLED screens.  

High earnings yields (the inverse of the price to earnings ratio) across our Portfolio holdings signal increasing 
reasons for optimism for 2019. 
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